The problem of the translation of k-terms into combinators (bracket abstraction) is of great importance for the implementation of functional languages. In the literature there exist a lot of algorithms concerning this
i) it employs a potentially infinite basis of combinators, each of which depends on at most two parameters and is, therefore, directly implementable;
ii) it gives compact code, introducing a number of basic combinators which is proportional to the size of the expression to be abstracted and invariant for one and multi-sweep abstraction techniques;
iii) it gives the result in the form R ]MI...Mn, where R is a regular combinator expressed as a composition of basic eombinators, I is the identity combinator, and MI,...,M n are the constant terms appearing into the expression subjected to the translation process.
It comes out that a slight modification of the algorithm yields a combinatory equivalent of Hughes' supercombinators.
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Introduction.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic definitions and properties of k-calculus and theory of combinators not explicitly cited in this paper; for a complete treatment of them see e.g. [Bar] and [CurFe] .
In particular:
-k-terms will be untyped k-~-q-terms, possibly containing constants;
-the word combinator will indicate a closed k-term, which will be denoted by a boldface character; we will assume that the correspondence between k-calculus and combinatory logic has already been defined and adopt k-notation *) This research has been supported by grants of the Ministry of Public Instruction, Italy. **) This work originated as the author's thesis in Mathematics (supervisor Prof. C.B~hm) by such an affiliation.
to indicate the functional behaviour of a combinator;
-the problem of abstraction in combinatory logic (CL), which is the central issue of the process of translation from k-calculus to CL, is introduced in the following way:
let be given any CL-term U and the variables Xl,...,x n (n ~ 1); the abstract of U with respect to Xl,...,x n (denoted [Xl,...,Xn] U) is a CL-term F such that: Such an approach is of practical interest if the size of the resulting code is not too large; an exhaustive treatment about the complexity of the algorithms existing in the literature can be found in [Mul] .
A different implementation technique for functional languages is the one suggested by Hughes [Hug] ; the compilation process makes use of the so-called supercombinators; these are introduced as a generalisation of Turner's combinators avoiding the growth of the compiled code; however they need to be interpreted somehow, while Turner's ones are directly implementable.
The main inspiration for the present research comes from the comparison between the two schemes described above, the motivation being to find a combinatory equivalent of supercombinators, i.e. a combinatory basis and an abstraction algorithm operating on it in order to give a combinatory interpretation of them.
The resulting algorithm derives from the sources of combinatory logic; in fact the required basis comes from a modification of the one introduced by Curry in 1930-32 [Cur30,Cur32] , and the algorithm comes from a modification of the definition of abstraction given by Curry in 1933 [Cur33] .
In sections 1,2 we will introduce the set of combinators employed by the algorithm as a compositive basis for regular combinators; in section 3 we will
give an intuitive description of the abstraction process; this will be modified and formalized in sections 4 and 5. We will now give a classification of CL-terms which is useful to introduce the combinatory basis employed in the abstraction algorithm (see [Sta] for an interesting treatment about basis problems in CL):
A CL-term T is said to be pure if it is a combination of variables only. (ii) considering the elements of R as operators acting on variables, R 1 o R2
is obtained operating first with ~I and secondly with ~2 (~i, ~2 6 R ) .
we describe some sequences of regular combinators, i.e. parametric subsets of R, in order to specify a subset B c R such that every Z c R ean be expressed as a composition of elements belonging to B.
B will be called compositive basis for regular combinators. 
Bs+iB t = B(BsBt)
Note that the permutators cited above are different from those introduced by Curry in [Cur30] and [Cur32] ; this choice is due to complexity reasons, and will be motivated in section 6.
In the next section we will give a theorem of existence and uniqueness to prove that the sequences of combinators introduced above effectively constitute a compositive basis for R; the theorem was proved by Curry in Cur32] ; the complete proof involving the different permutators can be found in [Ptes] . Let R be a regular combinator; there exists one and only one combinator in PCNF such that ~ is extensionally equal to R; we will call ~ the PNCF of R.
Corollary 2.5: (PCNF of proper combinators)
Let P be a proper combinator; there exists one and only combinator ~ in PCNF such that ~I is extensionally equal to P.
one regular
The difference between the known concept of normal form of a combinator (i.e. a term constituted only by constants and not containing any redex as a subterm) and the one described above will become more evident in the next section, where we will define the notion of normal representation of a CLterm. In the world of regular combinators however the concept of PCNF shares some similarity with that of strong normal form, and it is possible to define an algorithm which, given a regular combinator ~ expressed as a composition of basic combinators, yields the PCNF of ~, repeatedly applying some schemes of tranformation rules [Ptes] : by corollary 2.5 this algorithm can be extended to the set of proper combinators.
Normal representation of a CL-term.
In this section we will extend the notion of PCNF to the whole set of CLterms, in order to express any term as a function of a predetermined sequence of variables Xl,...,x n (even not occurring in the considered term). A normal representation will be defined also for terms not possessing normal form in the usual sense. (I)
The definition of normal representation of a CL-term X is given in three steps [CurFe]:
3.1) ReduG~on tO the C~$~ wh~re X is a pure term: let X be a combination of the variables Xl,...,x n (possibly not occurring in X) and the atomic constants al,...,ap, appearing in X exactly in the specified order (free variables, i.e.
(I) Obviously in such a case uniqueness is lost; note that the uniqueness of the normal representation is lost also for not proper terms possessing normal form. 
Introducing the compositive abstraction algorithm.
The sketch of algorithm described in the previous section, given by Curry in [Cur33] , is complicated by the substitution process attending the preliminary phasis. However we observe that the new variables introduced in 3.1 are not involved in the steps (ii), (iii) and (iv) of the abstraction algorithm (note that this was not true with Curry's choice of permutators); in addition to this, we will modify the substitution rule of 3.1 in order to 'neutralize' the new variables also with respect to step (i) ; after this, we will define the final version of the abstraction algorithm. We will write CMc(M) to indicate the set of maximal costant components of M. If T ------hiT 2. . .Tm, where h I 6 CMc(T) U V , we make the following position:
[Xn]T " [X~]lhlT2...Tm.
Abstraction:
(Notation: H will position). [x4] KIO(~(~(~) )) (ab)ad(ba)cbxyzt
Let us now consider the problem [x,y,z,t] x(ab)(a(ydz(baz)))(c(bx)) :
Abstraction with respect to the variable t:
Abstraction with respect to the variable z: 
Complexity.
In the analysis of complexity of the algorithms described in sections 5.1,2 we shall adopt the following conventions: combinators; as observed by Mulder [Mul] , in such a case we must multiply the complexity of the algorithm by a factor which can be:
(i) I, if we count each combinator as an item;
(ii) proportional to the size of parameters, if we consider the representation of the introduced combinators into a computer.
We will use the notation [h] to indicate the greatest integer ~ h (C Q).
Complexity measurement will be made for pure CL-terms; in fact, constant subterms occurring in a combination are never handled by the abstraction process of the algorithms. The complete proof, here omitted, can be found in [Ptes] . 
Conclusion.
To summarize, we showed a new (old) abstraction algorithm which seems to be interesting for the following reasons:
-it is compositive: the resulting code has a 'structured' look, i. [Hug] ). This point will be better explained in the appendix,
APPENDIX:
Compositive algorithm and supercombinators.
We suppose the reader to be familiar with the notions of supercombinators and fully lazy evaluation ; we will show in an intuitive way how the compositive abstraction algorithm can be modified in order to yield a purely combinatory interpretation of supercombinators.
Supercombinators were introduced by Hughes [Hug] with the purpose of giving an efficient implementation technique of full laziness; they are built up, starting from an arbitrary k-expression E, in the following way:
I) find the innermost k-expression kt.H appearing in E;
2) let FI,...,F n be the non-constant maximal free expressions (1) In addition to this, the optimisation rules, introduced by Hughes to improve the efficiency of supercombinators, can be enclosed into the permutation step of the final algorithm.
Summarizing, it is possible to modify the multi-sweep version of the compositive abstraction algorithm, in order to have a purely combinatory equivalent of Hughes' method, which has the following properties:
-it preserves the linearity property of the native algorithm;
-it makes use of a directly implementable set of combinators: no extra level of interpretation is needed.
(i) recall that a free expression of kx.T is a subexpression of T which does not depend on the bound variable x, and that a free expression is called maximal if it is not a proper subexpression of a free expression.
